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Authors’ Note

F

or the last year, the John L. Thornton China Center and the 21st
Century Defense Initiative at Brookings have convened a working
group on cybersecurity and U.S.-China relations, which the two authors organized and co-chaired. The research was motivated by our
sense that: 1) the many policy issues involved in cybersecurity, especially in its impact on foreign relations, were already significant and
would grow rapidly in importance in the coming years; 2) that such
issues, if not well managed, could provide a major source of international friction, especially in U.S.-China relations; and 3) the newness
of the field added a particularly complicating factor, making cybersecurity one of the most important but least understood emerging flashpoints in global security.
A key aspect of the effort was to convene several dozen knowledgeable Americans from both the private and public sector, including the
civilian government, military, corporate, think tank, and university
communities. With such dynamic and fast-changing events playing
out, the Brookings project not only sought to study the key issues in
cybersecurity and how they impact U.S.-China relations, but also to
break down some of the organizational and bureaucratic stovepipes
that have limited leaders and expert groups as they seek to build the
type of understanding crucial for developing sound policies.
The working group did not seek to provide final answers to
all the various questions that trouble relations in this space.
Rather, participants saw a critical need first to build a framework for
understanding the key trends and risks in the cyber arena, as a basis for
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thinking carefully about how to engage most effectively in a U.S.-China
dialogue on such issues. The group had a particular focus on how best
to think about the cyber realm in ways that might lead to cooperation.
A goal was to identify the potential pathways to building norms and
enforcement mechanisms, which might both improve safety and security and also reduce the degree of distrust and the potential damage
brewing in the U.S.-China relationship in this space and beyond.
By no means would all cybersecurity issues be solved if Washington and
Beijing could reach agreement on how to move forward. These issues are
of importance in capitals that range from Moscow to Canberra. Indeed,
one of the key challenges is that the cyber realm is both global and especially democratic; states, organizations, corporations, and even individuals can have major, global impact. [Examples ranging from an individual’s
significance like Julian Assange of Wikileaks to the outsized influence that
tiny Estonia plays in cybersecurity policy discussions bear this out.]
But the United States and China are the two most significant national
players in this sphere. Moreover, these two leading states represent
very different views on the proper use and future of the Internet. We
therefore feel that thinking through these issues in a U.S.-China context can provide a useful way to develop approaches that should then
be discussed more broadly, with the goal of ultimately establishing
global norms and implementing mechanisms to bring greater order
and security to those parts of the cyber realm where this is feasible.
More importantly, the spillover effect of cybersecurity on the broader
U.S.-China relationship is also perhaps more critical than for any other
bilateral relationship. This is both because of the enormous importance
of U.S.-China relations in the emerging world order and, in turn, the
growing role of cyber issues in eroding strategic trust and poisoning
public and elite attitudes. If this trend can be reversed through improved engagement by the U.S. and China on cybersecurity, the outcome would be a “triple win.” It would bolster U.S.-China bilateral
relations, serve as a crucial building block for multilateral efforts in the
cyber arena, and also aid in broader US-Chinese engagement on other
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issues of importance, like global finance and the environment, where
the two nations must learn to work better together.
This is not a technical paper for cyber specialists, but rather is intended
to be read by a wider audience. Our goal was to craft a work that will
be useful to both American and Chinese readers who are interested in
the cyber security issue but are not technical specialists in it. We have
written this to be of interest to people in the policy world and in the
private sector, as well as the wider public. We have drawn from both
Chinese and U.S. sources, and we have deliberately sought to avoid
finger pointing. Our hope is that this paper—which is being published
in both English and Chinese—will help shape useful discussions in the
U.S. and China about a dialogue on cyber issues and, most importantly,
to encourage both sides to move forward on this critical effort.
The following paper is derived from the authors’ own research and from the
cybersecurity working group discussions. However, the paper reflects only
the views of the two authors who convened the working group meetings.
We are grateful to the participants in the working group sessions, who so
informed our efforts with their experience and wisdom. We would also
like to thank those who supported the discussion series, including the
Markle Foundation and Microsoft, and John L. Thornton for his generous
support of the John L. Thornton China Center. We are also grateful to Ella
Chou, who aided in the research and then the translation of the report.
The Brookings Institution is a private non-profit organization. Its mission is
to conduct high-quality, independent research and, based on that research,
to provide innovative, practical recommendations for policymakers and the
public. The conclusions and recommendations of any Brookings publication
are solely those of its author, and do not reflect the views of the Institution,
its management, or its other scholars.
Brookings recognizes that the value it provides to any supporter is in its
absolute commitment to quality, independence and impact. Activities supported by its donors reflect this commitment and the analysis and recommendations are not determined by any donation.
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Abstract

T

here is perhaps no relationship as significant to the future of world
politics as that between the U.S. and China. And in their relationship, there is no issue that has risen so quickly and generated so
much friction as cybersecurity. Distrust of each other’s actions in the
cyber realm is growing and starting to generate deeply negative assessments of each country’s long term strategic intentions.
During 2010-2011 Brookings’ John L. Thornton China Center and 21st
Century Defense Initiative hosted a working group on cybersecurity
and its impact on U.S.-China relations. The following paper draws from
discussions in that working group and additional research to suggest
how to take the particular characteristics of the cyber security realm
into account while fostering U.S.-China cooperation on cybersecurity.

Special Characteristics of the Cyber Realm and U.S.China Relations
Every policy issue has its own unique contours and problems. But the
cyber realm has a number of particular characteristics that significantly
challenge current U.S.-China relations and the prospects for reaching a
consensus on either norms or cooperative implementing mechanisms.

Varied Terminology
The cyber security realm lacks shared vocabulary with agreed upon
meanings for key terms. Even such terms as “information” and “cyber
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attack” are used differently within and between the American and Chinese governments. There are, also, many types of “attacks,” but there is
little agreement on how to characterize and categorize them.

Uncertain Attribution
It is rarely possible to identify with complete confidence the actual initiator of a malicious cyber activity. The ability to capture the operations
of another computer and use it to launch activities that its owner does
not intend and might even be unaware of further complicates the issue
of attribution.

Offense Has the Advantage
The one seeking to penetrate a computer network, at least at present, is
at a great advantage relative to the defender. The Internet was designed
to share information easily, not prevent its flow. Historically, an imbalance in favor of the offense increases the incentives to act maliciously
and quickly, while it also lowers each side’s confidence in its ability to
deter attack and defend itself effectively.

The Complication of Time
Policy, which often moves at a slower pace than technical innovation,
is inevitably at risk of being fundamentally out of synch in dealing with
exponential rates of technological change in cyber capabilities. Additionally, at least in policy terms decision-making time is, in effect,
compressed in cybersecurity. While proper preparations for an attack
may require weeks or months, the actual elapsed time for its successful
execution may be counted in nanoseconds. Thus, the normal processes
of governments and institutions to decide on responses may simply
be irrelevant to the problem. Finally, there is a generational chasm between today’s “digital natives,” the youth who have grown up in a world
where computers have always existed, and anyone from older generations, for whom computers are something to which they have had
to adjust (so-called “digital immigrants”). The result is that top level
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policymakers with the most power are often the most uncomfortable
even talking about cyber issues.

Decentralization of Capability
Large human, financial, or physical resources are not necessary in order to act at scale in the cyber realm. This is, moreover, a sphere in
which learning can take place at great speed among those on the cutting edge. Never before in history has scalability of a threat been so
easy to achieve. Because of this element of scale, the lines between state
and non-state actions in the cyber world are often shifting and blurred.

Building a U.S.-China Agenda on Cybersecurity
The above features of the cyber realm make developing an agenda to
improve U.S.-China cooperation in this sphere more challenging but
not impossible. Any such agenda must be realistic, respecting that each
government will protect its ability to use cyber capabilities to carry out
espionage activities and to support military actions should they become necessary. It must accept that the two political systems have significantly different views concerning freedom of information in cyber
space. It must take into account that each government’s decision making concerning cyber activities is fragmented among many bureaucracies and is not well coordinated at any single node in the system.
Finally, it must respect the reality that a variety of nongovernmental
actors are significant players in each country’s use of and deliberations
about the cyber realm.
Steps in developing such an agenda should include the following.

Expand engagement to match the growth of the problem
Cybersecurity issues have been discussed in meetings between U.S.
and Chinese officials, and there have also been “track two” meetings
between key unofficial groups. But the scale of the engagement to date
is simply inadequate to the task at hand. The goal should be to develop
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a broader cadre of people who utilize the same vocabulary, are respected by their own leadership, and have trust in each other’s sincerity and
gravitas.

Focus initially on building shared aims and identifying
activities that both sides deem harmful

To facilitate building mutual confidence, these discussions should focus on activities, such as those that are considered to be criminal in
both societies, that do not have a significant political component to
them.

Examine models of cooperation
There is deep value in discussing the advantages and disadvantages of
applying various models of cooperation to cyber security. Some parallels worth exploring are arms control negotiations, public health, environmental ecosystems, and global finance regimes targeting worldwide
crime and terrorist organizations.

Make explicit the norms that are currently built into the
global Internet system
The norms and agreements that allow the smooth functioning of the
Internet are wide ranging and substantial, but overwhelmingly the system still runs on handshake agreements between the various entities
and ISPs that provide the Internet backbone. A cooperative effort to
make widely accepted norms explicit can both increase mutual understanding and confidence and also provide a better template for addressing more complex issues.

Address the attribution problem
The centrality of the attribution problem cannot be overstated, and
thus it cannot be avoided for long. The objective may best be to find
a middle ground between the dangers of anonymity and the positives
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that come from the freedom of action that currently define the Internet.

Discuss the “red lines” that could provoke major conflict
if crossed.
Some argue that nations should continue to stay vague about their escalation paths, but there will be real gains for all players to come to
a better understanding of what actions might risk generating a wider
conflict. It will not just inform each nation’s leaders about their own
investments and capabilities that might unintentionally escalate a crisis, but also potentially help generate norms and implementing mechanisms to take at least some such risky actions “off the table.”

Conclusion
Establishing greater mutual understanding and trust will be a difficult
process. It will require consistent efforts over time, common approaches to structuring the discussion, and the selection of topics that hold
the most promise for permitting increasing mutual understanding of
perceptions, goals, and acceptable approaches and methods. But developing greater U.S.-China cooperation and understanding on the challenges of cybersecurity is now a necessary step. How these two nations
face these issues will be critical not just to the future of the Internet and
its billions of users but also to overall global order beyond the world
of cyberspace.
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Introduction: The Stakes
of C yber S ecurity and
U.S.-China Relations

T

here is perhaps no relationship as significant to the future of world
politics as that between the U.S. and China. No other two nations
play such dominant roles in critical global issues from peace and
security to finance, trade, and the environment. How these two powers
manage their relationship will likely be a key determinant of not only
their own political and economic futures, but also wider global stability
and prosperity.
In the web of relationships that have built up between the U.S. and
China, no issue has emerged of such importance, and generated such
friction in so short a time span, as cybersecurity. Just a generation ago,
“cyberspace” effectively did not exist beyond the nascent links among a
limited number of university labs’ computer networks. Today, the centrality of cyberspace to our entire global pattern of life is almost impossible to fathom. There are some 4 billion people behind the roughly 50
billion devices that connect to the Internet. They send more than 90
trillion emails a year, and conduct more than two trillion transactions.1
Domains that range from commerce to communication to the critical
infrastructure that powers and protects our modern day civilization all
depend on the safe and secure operation of this globalized network of
networks.
And yet, concerns over this domain have rapidly moved to the forefront
of U.S.-China relations. While both senior policymakers and general
publics are struggling to understand the cyber realm’s basic dynamics
and implications, the issue of cybersecurity is looming ever larger in
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U.S.-China relations and is seriously affecting threat perceptions on
both sides.2 Indeed, despite it being such a new issue, the cyber realm is
proving to be as challenging as the more traditional concerns that have
long dominated the U.S.-China agenda (such as trade, human rights,
cross-Strait relations, and regional territorial disputes).
The underlying concern is driven by the fact that the malevolent side
of cyberspace has increased hand in hand with the growing scale and
use of the benevolent side. There are an estimated 55,000 new pieces
of malware found each day and another 200,000 computers worldwide
turned into “zombies” (compromised computers under the control of
an actor other than the owner) each day. These computers are often
bundled together into “botnets,” chains of thousands and in some cases
even millions of computers externally controlled and often used for
nefarious activities.3
But even more important than the growing numbers behind the malicious use of the Internet may be the evolution of the cyber threat landscape from one dominated by individual hackers, often motivated by
a search for attention, to one driven by complex, organized groups,
which range from international criminal networks to state-related espionage and military efforts. The result is that just as the positive side
of the cyber domain is rippling out into the physical domain with rapid
and often unexpected consequences, so too is the negative side.
The Internet thus may have no formal state borders, but it is increasingly a place that state entities both operate in and care deeply about. In
U.S.-China relations, the most recent cyber trends have generally been
negative. Stories about suspected “Chinese” attacks on U.S. and allied
interests in both the public and private domain have become an almost daily occurrence in the media, and a source of regular discussion
within the Washington, D.C. policy community.4 In 2011, this took
on a new level of concern and publicity with several major reported
intrusions into American and allied government, military, corporate,
university, NGO, and think tank networks. The most notable perhaps was the disclosure of the “Shady RAT” attacks that successfully
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targeted some 72 governments, international institutions, corporations, and think tanks.5
Such incidents have reportedly involved the unapproved copying and exportation of startling amounts and varieties of
valuable data. The information accessed ranged from state secrets and
weapons technology to business intellectual property and corporate
negotiating strategies to personal files and communications of both
high ranking and notable individuals and members of the general public. Some claim that if the overall scale of the loss were measured in
financial terms, it would be the largest theft in history.6
Despite China’s own blanket denials of culpability in such actions, the
perception is growing at both the popular and elite level in America
that the cyber threat from China, while multifaceted, has a large government-directed component. Such incidents are repeatedly described
as being different from normal cyber crime in that very specific strategic objectives seemed to have been particularly targeted: inputs into
decisions concerning China, monitoring and threatening dissidents
who live abroad, proprietary technology of special strategic interest (a frequently cited example is that normal cybercriminals would
have little to gain from targeting systems in NASA’s Space Shuttle), and
military-oriented planning and reconnaissance. The public debate also
notes that accessing such networks for theft also can simultaneously lay
the potential groundwork for future exploitation and attack.7
In short, U.S. concern about cybersecurity has reached a fever pitch—
to the extent that the U.S. government’s 2011 Office of the National
Counterintelligence Executive report specifically names China as the
“most active and persistent” perpetrator of cyber intrusions into the
United States.8 In the press, the mood is best captured by the depiction
of a cyberattack as a massive pixilated mushroom cloud looming over
every American city (as the cover of the July 2010 Economist magazine
had it). Similarly, in senior policy circles, malware has been described
as “like a WMD [weapon of mass destruction]” (Sen. Carl Levin, chair
of Senate Armed Services Committee), able to “destroy our society”
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(former national security advisor Brent Scowcroft), meaning it should
be looked at as “an existential threat” (Adm. Mike Mullen, former
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff).9 Indeed, many are now framing
the U.S.-China relationship in this space as a digital echo of the Cold
War between the U.S. and USSR of a past generation.10
While the Cold War metaphor is certainly a flawed parallel, as scholars
at Brookings have recently argued,11 concern has grown to view the
cyber threat on that scale. President Barack Obama’s 2011 Cyberspace
Policy Review declared that “cybersecurity risks pose some of the most
serious economic and national security challenges of the 21st century.”12
And, in turn, there have been a host of new U.S. legislative initiatives
and the launch of a new cyber deterrence strategy by the U.S. military
to accompany the creation of its U.S. Cyber Command. While it did
not specify any individual nation, the Pentagon Strategy for Operating
in Cyberspace was clearly keyed to China as among the many threats it
foresaw in this realm.13 It sought to lay out a cyber deterrence doctrine
clearly targeting state actors, including leaving open the option for escalation to traditional military means in the physical realm if the U.S.
ever felt it suffered too dearly in the cyber realm.
Unsurprisingly, Chinese writers and officials have reacted angrily to
the above narrative of direct and veiled accusations, describing them
as “groundless and reflecting Cold War mentality.”14 In both public and
private, Chinese writers and officials assert that it is their systems that
are more frequently under attack.15 The Ministry of Public Security
has noted that the number of cyber attacks on Chinese computers and
websites has soared by more than 80 percent annually, and, by the raw
numbers, China is the world’s largest victim of cyberattacks.16 Indeed,
in December 2011, more than a dozen of China’s most popular online
shopping, microblogging, social networking and gaming websites were
hacked, resulting in the release of more than 100 million Internet usernames, passwords and emails.17
Even more, many believe that China’s systems are more vulnerable than
are America’s.18 This assertion has merit, in part because greater use of
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“pirated” software by Chinese companies and institutions means that
their systems typically do not get the same upgrades of protection to
evolving cyber threats that normal buyers receive. Some estimate that
10 million or more Chinese computers are currently part of botnets.19
Chinese officials and writers also assert that most attacks on Chinese
computers originate in the United States, claiming that China has been
the target of some 34,000 cyber attacks from the US.20 While the numbers are arguable, it is undeniable that a large amount of malicious Internet activity emanates from or at least moves through the U.S. For
example, security researchers at HostExploit have found that 20 of the
top 50 crime-spewing ISPs (Internet Service Providers—the companies that provide access to the Internet) in the world are American.21
Also, U.S. government agencies like the NSA are active and expert in
cyber operations.
Finally, Chinese actors often express a sense of unfairness. Many feel
that the U.S. has a too highly privileged position in the global cyber
communications world as a legacy of its seminal role in developing the
Internet and many related cyber technologies. They note, for example,
that of the 13 root servers that are essential to the function of the entire
Internet, 10 were originally located in the U.S. (and include U.S. government operators like the U.S. Army Research Lab and NASA), and
the other 3 are in U.S. allies (Japan, Netherlands, Sweden). Similarly,
ICANN, which essentially manages the protocol addresses so essential
to preserving the stability and smooth operation of the global Internet,
started out through a U.S. government mandate.22
Whichever position one takes, what is even more worrisome is that
such tensions and concerns are inexorably growing. The last year has
amplified all of these trends. On top of this, both the scale and sophistication of attacks in cyber space has grown, notably in the Stuxnet
episode. In this situation, a specially designed computer worm targeted
Siemens Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems
used to run the centrifuges at five Iranian nuclear research facilities.
The episode was viewed as a success for counter-proliferation efforts
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(in that it hampered illegal nuclear weapons research in a highly focused way), but also was described in both American and Chinese
circles as an indicator of a new level of threat.23
Indeed, two scholars at the Chinese Academy of Military Sciences released a report whose tone effectively captured the perceived level of
tension and confusion this issue has generated in such a short period:
“Of late, an Internet tornado has swept across the world ... massively
impacting and shocking the globe. Behind all this lies the shadow of
America. Faced with this warm-up for an Internet war, every nation
and military can’t be passive but is making preparations to fight the
Internet war.”24
In sum, distrust of each other’s actions in the cyber realm is growing
between the U.S. and China, and such distrust easily spills over into
broader assessments of the other country’s long term intentions. It is
heightened by the link between the cyber domain and key values like
individual privacy on the U.S. side and concerns with internal stability on the Chinese side. Even more, the potentially poisoning effect
of cybersecurity on the relationship is occurring at a time when there
is genuine uncertainty about the degree and speed of changes in the
global balance of power. The disagreements feed into the anxieties on
all sides as to whether America and China will have a basically cooperative or antagonistic relationship over the coming several decades.25
In traditional relations between two powers, the intersection of capability, vulnerability, and intention directs whether the states look at each
other as partners or threats. Thus, the stakes in this fundamental issue
could hardly be higher. Policymakers and publics on both sides must
face the fact that, at this point, developments in the cyber realm are
contributing to tensions rather than enhancing confidence in each
side’s ability to find ways to cooperate with the other to handle the
major issues we collectively face in a changing world.
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Special Characteristics
of the C yber R ealm and
U.S.-China Relations

E

very policy issue has its own unique contours and problems. But
what is so challenging about cybersecurity is that the cyber realm
has a number of particular characteristics that significantly enhance
the difficulty of establishing any consensus on norms or cooperative
implementing mechanisms, especially between the U.S. and China.

Terms and Frameworks
In any new issue on the international agenda, developing an agreed-upon
vocabulary and set of concepts is a requisite step, but one that can require
a great deal of time and effort. Whether it is an issue of trade negotiations
or nuclear weapons regimes, the basic terms may often seem simple but
can prove quite difficult. For example, in one diplomatic meeting between U.S. and Chinese officials, when U.S. representatives first used the
term “engagement,” the Chinese were said to be baffled about whether
the U.S. meant “marriage proposal” or “exchange of fire.”26
This issue is even more challenging in the realm of cyber, as it involves
both highly technical matters and also concepts where even the most
basic terms can be loaded with meaning. There may have been debate
about what met the definition of a cruise missile, for example, in talks
between the U.S. and USSR, but there was no dispute as to whether it
was a weapon or not. The same cannot be said about even such notions
as “information” in the cyber realm. The provision of news on protests
in the Middle East or the connections built across geographic borders
via social networking tools have been described by one side as not just
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benign, but an essential human right.27 By contrast, the very same thing
has been described by the other side as part of an “information attack”
designed to undermine state stability.28 Similarly, “cyber-terrorism” has
been used to describe everything from theoretic use of the Internet by
terrorist groups to cause physical damage (such as by disrupting the
operations of an air traffic control network) to the actual use of the
Internet by terrorist groups to recruit members and share information
on tactics and operational planning.29
A related problem is in differentiating between activities and intent in this space. Too often, the wide array of cyber activities that differ in nature and should be thought through separately are bundled together in discussions of cybersecurity.
Take the notion of what constitutes an “attack.” In both private
discussion and public documents, a variety of like and unlike efforts
have all been described as “cyber attacks” simply because they involve
the technology of the Internet at some point.30 The parallel for lumping
together any and all malicious activity in the digital realm as similar
“attacks” would be to treat the threat posed by a teenager with a bottle
rocket, a robber with a revolver, an insurgent with a bomb and a state
with a cruise missile as the same phenomenon simply because they all
involve the same chemistry of gunpowder.
In essence, cyber attacks involve finding vulnerabilities in computers and
computer networks, entering into such networks, and then copying and
exporting information from such networks, and/or changing information within such networks. The problem is that this relatively simple notion can encompass a very wide array of actions and results. In a “denial
of service attack,” the targeted system is not actually penetrated. Rather,
it is simply flooded with so many requests from other networks (often
botnets manipulating hijacked computers from around the world) that it
is overwhelmed and effectively ceases operations. A metaphor would be
if the door of one’s house was never broken down, but so many unwanted people tried to get in that legitimate guests could not make it through.
The cause of such an overwhelming number of requests to enter, though,
can vary. It could be anything from unintended poor network manageC y b e r s ec u r i t y
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ment to more purposeful actions like criminal blackmail (groups have
threatened such attacks in a form of extortion),31 political protest (such
as recent “Anonymous” group efforts to target companies and institutions it felt were not supportive of Wikileaks)32 or even strategic goals in
the context of a more traditional armed conflict (such as the targeting of
Georgian websites during its war with Russia, which limited the Georgian government’s ability to communicate with its own populace and
international parties).33 What is more, such denial of service “attacks”
are actually one of the most manageable forms of malicious activity, but
even they can also serve as part of a broader strategic action—e.g., to
multiply the effects of an accompanying attack on infrastructure.
The goals and consequences of attacks that actually enter into a network also widely vary. The goal might be mischief; hackers might be
simply “showing off ” that they can do so. Or, it might be for criminal
reasons, such as to gain components of one’s online identity (personal
data, passwords, etc.) to use in identity theft crimes, the creation of
false accounts and unauthorized transfers of money.
A particularly notable area is espionage-like efforts to gain entry into
cyber systems in order to monitor activities there and to extract information. Organizations that have suffered from such entries range from
governmental diplomatic bodies to international athletic monitoring
organizations. In these cases, the information being monitored and stolen has been strategic. Or, the information might be intellectual property, such as a proprietary product or design, which might have great
economic or even national security value. Or, it might be companies preparing their negotiation strategy against a foreign, often state-run, company. Entities that have suffered from such attacks range from consumer
goods companies that have seen their designs replicated without payment to oil companies that have had their bidding strategy and drilling
secrets taken to aerospace companies that have seen designs of combat
aircraft stolen.34 In short, the expansion of digital data creation, storage
and transmission has created an espionage bonanza for both public
and private actors—one that is being exploited to a startling degree.
Indeed, while the focus of U.S. debate is more frequently on fears of a
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so-called “digital Pearl Harbor,” as described by Secretary of Defense
Panetta in his 2011 confirmation hearings, the more serious problem
may actually be a long-term economic “death by a 1000 cuts.”
Finally, the “attack” might involve not merely entering the system
and extracting information, but also changing information within it.
Here, too, the goals and consequences might vary widely. Again, the
effect might be mere vandalism for mischief or for political purposes,
such as defacing a public-facing website of a government institution
(which happened in the aftermath of the April 2001 EP-3 incident with
China).35 It might be in the aid or execution of some sort of criminal endeavor, such as changing access or identities to allow criminals
through security barriers. Or, it might seek to cause major harm of a
strategic nature, such as damaging another country’s ability to implement official decisions, to defend itself, or to provide necessary services to its citizens (such as delivery of electric power, health care, etc.).
While relatively untested, the types of harms that might result from serious cyber attacks conceptually range from disrupting the adversary’s
electronic systems and what operations they enable (communications,
guidance systems, radar capabilities, etc.) to actual kinetic damage
accomplished by using cyber tools to cause an adversary’s systems to
malfunction or self destruct. A particular worry is those that target
infrastructure; for example, actions that remotely open the sluice gates
of dams or shut down regional power grids.36
Here too, the intent and the originator of the attack matters. Planting
malware that degrades the functioning of a physical plant (the most
famous example is the Stuxnet virus against the centrifuges in Iran’s
nuclear program37) has been interpreted as everything from an act of
“cyber terrorism,” to an act of “cyber war,” to a lawful activity to enforce
international norms in a targeted way that limits loss of life.38 The “attack” remains in the eye of the beholder.
Such questions of definitions and terms are hugely important in policy
discussion. Actors can use the same terms but with a vastly different
meaning (sometimes intentional—such as via the phenomenon of
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threat hyping by organizations, bureaucracies, companies, and individuals that might benefit from greater levels of investment in cybersecurity).39 But the issue of terms also has importance in domestic and
international law. States regularly define the boundaries of criminal
activity differently and also attach different degrees of punishment to
the same activity. Liberal democracies, for example, tend to view the
Internet as a place that should maximize freedom of expression, while
more authoritarian states do not presume freedom of expression as a
basic right. But the issue is even more complex. For example, the democracies of NATO are deeply aligned on many such issues but could
not come to agreement in their own talks over a cyber crime treaty.
One of the key issues was that to deny the Holocaust online is a crime
in many European states, but not in the US.40

Attribution
Beyond just the issue of terminology, however, there are also other dimensions in the cyber arena that are especially consequential to U.S.-China
relations and must inform any process aimed at engagement. Put simply,
in this dynamic arena, it is necessary to be realistic about what types of
activities can potentially be brought under control through agreed-upon
actions and what things are effectively beyond the capacity of institutions
to control. It is important to appreciate why this is so and, in that context,
to focus on those areas that are still potentially subject to meaningful controls. Perhaps the most difficult is the problem of attribution.41
The ability to capture the operations of another computer and use it to
launch activities that its owner does not intend and might even be unaware of (described inside the field as to “pwn,” a computer hacker term
meaning to “own”) is very well developed and widely used. This often
takes the form of creating botnets that link unrelated computers and enable the controller to leverage their combined computing and communications capabilities for a particular purpose. The resulting network of
secretly linked devices can easily grow to extraordinary dimensions. For
example, three not terribly sophisticated Spaniards allegedly created a
global botnet that included over twelve million computers.42
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In other cases, a controller may seek to capture and leverage only one or
a small number of computers. In this case, the major purpose is more
likely to be to conceal the controller’s identity.
Three key features of this capability to capture and utilize other computers are particularly important. First, there are no geographical limits. For example, a pernicious actor in Brazil can compromise computers in Russia and South Africa to launch attacks on systems in China
(one can substitute almost any countries for the ones named here).
Second, the owner of a captured computer typically has no idea that
the computer is being used by a remote actor for pernicious purposes.
And third, when some pernicious activity is perpetrated, sophisticated analysis can typically, at best, identify the computer being used
to launch the attack. It is far more difficult to determine whether that
computer is, in turn, being remotely controlled and, if so, by whom.
Equally, even if it is not being remotely accessed, in many situations
(such as a computer being used at a university or an internet café),
it will be difficult to determine who the individual behind the computer is, or even what his nationality is or what organization he actually represents. Such information would be crucial in a crisis but is
rarely available in a timely manner. In short, it is typically not feasible
to identify the underlying command structure behind an attack with
complete certainty. Instead, painstaking forensics may be a key driver
to understanding the full chain of events.
It does not take much imagination to see how pernicious the resulting
problems can be. Since many are inclined to assume that the Chinese
government is behind most insidious activities that are launched by
computers located in China, for example, bad actors elsewhere may
be inclined to capture Chinese computers to use in their activities, and
vice versa for the U.S. This same logic, though, also enables Chinese
bad actors to deny responsibility, arguing that activities launched from
China almost certainly are being perpetrated by others who want to
take advantage of the widespread suspicions of China. And the same
type of misdirection can be argued regarding computers physically located inside the U.S.
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The issue of attribution is further complicated by the difficulty of establishing complicity. An effort might be attributed to an actor emanating
from a certain geographic locale, but it is even more difficult to establish
a formal role of a government as perpetrator or sanctioner of the operation. That is, the situation often parallels that of maritime security in centuries past, where the lines between what was criminal piracy and what
was state-sanctioned privateering often proved fuzzy.43 There have been
frequent reports of “patriotic hacker” communities and other non-state
groups, including student and even cyber criminal groups that have been
mobilized by their governments for such purposes of deniable, but directed, attack.44 Thus, in certain cases where the local state government
may be needed to investigate and then prosecute those behind questionable cyber activity, the victims perceive that some elements of the state are
actually a willing accomplice or planner of the attack, and thus unlikely to
assist. An example would be the DDoS attacks on Estonia. Many believed
Russian security services actually instigated them and thus that Russia
was certainly not interested in finding and stopping the perpetrators.45
Attribution is further complicated by the fact it is quite difficult initially to determine even whether a packet is intended to be “hostile” or
not (as one expert put it, “Packets are not like ICBMs”). A DNS query,
for instance, may be a legitimate look up attempt or it may be an attempted penetration. And, even in the latter case, it may be a legitimate
DNS lookup or it may be part of a large scale DDoS attack. On top of
this, once malware enters into a system, it does not necessarily bear
a telltale sign of where it was designed and sometimes even what its
actual intent may be. Unlike fissionable materials, for example, where
each nuclear reactor has a distinctive “signature” that typically permits
tracking the origins of the material, even when malware is uncovered
it usually does not point a finger at a particular culprit.
The long-running effort to figure out the origin and intent of the Conficker worm illustrates this problem. The worm was one of the most
effective in recent history, assembling a global botnet of some 7 million compromised computers in networks that ranged from the British
Parliament to Southwest Airlines to the French and German military
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to scores of computers in China (one security expert called it “the Holy
Grail of a botnet”). Yet, even as the worm spread, investigators could
only sift through the data for clues to its origin, which still left them
uncertain. In one breakthrough, they found certain programming
linked to a Ukrainian language keyboard. But, even then, they could
not conclude whether this meant the malware was designed in Ukraine
or whether the clue was a clever attempt at misdirection.46

Offense Has the Advantage
In any issue of security, there is a premium on defending oneself to
make attack less effective and potentially creating some form of deterrence to dissuade future attacks. The challenge in the cyber security
domain is that the one seeking to penetrate a computer network, at
least so far, is at a great advantage relative to the defender.
At its most basic level, the Internet was designed to share information
easily, not prevent its flow. Similarly, most of the products and systems
that link into this network of networks were not designed with security
embedded into them. Rather, there are many vulnerabilities that can be
exploited. Moreover, even the very manner of updating and “patching”
security vulnerabilities relies on the ready flow of information to let
users know about new risks and how to fix them.
Many feel that this trend will only continue, with the relative advantage
of the offense in the cyber realm growing further. The technical tools
for penetration and extraction without (or at least before) detection
continue to improve exponentially. Even more, the tools exist now for
turning other electronic devices that people have in proximity to their
computer networks into espionage platforms. Keylogger technology,
for example, can be used to remotely track the buttons one uses on the
keyboard through malware inside the computer. Other malware may
remotely turn on the camera and microphone of a computer or other
device in a room to monitor what is happening.47 In Oct. 2011, it was
revealed that such malware had even penetrated the supposedly secure
networks used to control U.S. military drones.48
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Passwords are, moreover, increasingly vulnerable. Technology to break
passwords has reached the point that most passwords other than very
sophisticated “highly secure” ones can be compromised by those with
the available advanced tools.49 In addition, at some administrative level
in networked organizations, there are one or more files that contain
the passwords of everyone who uses that network—and those files can
themselves be compromised.
More broadly, the sophistication of approaches to gaining unapproved
access is increasing more rapidly and effectively than is generally appreciated. A particularly worrisome change in the environment of cybersecurity has been the rise of what are known as “advanced persistent
threats,” or APTs. Rather than the randomized, quick hit attacks of the
past, in an APT operation a specific individual or organization is identified by a group, and the sort of complex resources and techniques traditionally used by espionage professionals are used to go after the targeted
network over an extended period of time. An APT features teams of
professionals with varied skill sets (intelligence gathering, infiltration,
exfiltration, etc.) working together. The target’s internal organization,
chain of command, norms of behavior, and even social dynamics are
studied and mapped out to figure out who matters and who does not
and what key vulnerabilities can be compromised. Social networking,
in particular, has allowed people to share more and more about themselves online. But it has also created enormous new sources of detailed
data on individuals that is used, in turn, to develop pathways and strategies to penetrate computer networks to which those individuals—or
their online “friends” or friends of friends—have access.50
In sum, while there are cyber defenses that are very sophisticated and
fairly widely deployed, it is usually more challenging to prevent, and
even detect, malicious activity of a sophisticated nature. Indeed, even
the defense method of “air-gapping” one’s computer networks has not
proved to be a remedy. The Iranian facilities hampered by Stuxnet
were not directly connected to the Internet but still had malware enter
them (probably by naïve individuals bringing across software physically).51 The same has happened on multiple occasions to U.S. defense
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networks, in one case when users literally plugged in memory sticks
they had found in a parking lot (thought to have been distributed by
a foreign intelligence organization) into computers on classified networks.52 Constant efforts are needed, therefore, to build user awareness, upgrade defensive capabilities, and ascertain what data has been
lost or compromised. But a basic reality of cyber security at this point
is to accept the cold hard fact that the defense is at a disadvantage. It is
telling that even the vaunted U.S. National Security Agency, arguably
the most sophisticated entity in the world at cyber issues, operates on
the assumption that its networks are compromised—but most other
agencies and users around the world do not.53
Historically, an imbalance in favor of the offense raises the incentives
to act maliciously and at a quicker pace, while it also lowers each side’s
confidence in its ability to deter attack and defend itself effectively.
Such real or perceived advantages of offense over defense can be destabilizing and make trust building all the more difficult.54

Time in the Cyber Realm
“Time” is a curious notion in the cyber realm. Take, for example, the
notion of a “zero day” attack. This is an attack that occurs on or before
the first (or “zeroth,” so called by the numbering system used in computer programming) day that the user is even aware of the vulnerability that the attacker is exploiting. Thus, there can be an indeterminate
period of time that elapses between when malware is actually inserted
into a network and when some observable development triggered by
that malware. This again complicates efforts to determine attribution
with a high level of confidence.
As an illustration, the Stuxnet virus was thought to have begun taking effect on the Natanz nuclear centrifuges in Iran in mid-2009. But
the virus wasn’t discovered until June 2010, not by the Iranians, but
by a Belarusian cybersecurity firm. That the malware was designed
to target industrial processes wasn’t understood for another month,
this time discovered by U.S. cybersecurity researchers. Even then, the
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specific target the malware was actually going after was widely debated,
with researchers believing it to be anything from Iran’s Bushehr nuclear
power plant to an Indian satellite that had dramatically failed on launch.
It wasn’t until November 2010, after a full year, that researchers at a German industrial security firm and an American cybersecurity firm pieced
together that Stuxnet had been specifically designed to go after the frequency converter drives used in the nuclear centrifuges at Nantanz (causing them to randomly speed up and slow down, effectively wrecking their
ability to produce refined uranium fuel).55 Up to then, the Iranian targets,
in the words of one researcher, had “no clue of being under a cyber attack.”
Instead they were just continually replacing broken centrifuges with new
ones, in what the expert called a cyber form of “Chinese water torture.”56
But the problematic issue of time in cyberspace hits hard in three additional ways. The first is the constant growth and evolution of technology and how we use it. Information technology is an ever changing domain where the hardware and software, and the threats and responses
to them, may become quickly outdated. Most malware was originally
designed for computers operating off of fixed lines, for example. Today, much of computer activity is moving onto mobile devices, and the
threats are following.
Even what constitutes the internet itself is evolving in a fundamental
way. It is becoming far more personalized, where rather than just passively receiving online information, the individual users are creating
and tailoring sites to their personal use, as well as revealing more of
themselves online. The accelerators in this evolution range from social
networking sites like Facebook in the U.S. and RenRen in China to
microblogs like Twitter and its Chinese equivalents Tencent and Sina.
Indeed, microblogs (called Weibo) have taken off to the extent that the
total number of registered in China hit 550 million at the end of 2011.57
In addition, our world is becoming re-architectured into “an Internet
of Things,” where more and more of the goods and services we use in
our daily lives, from the food we buy at a store to the electrical power in
our homes, are being linked into the online world via everything from
RFID tracking codes to smart electricity grids.
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This rapid change is fundamentally increasing the ability of outside actors to acquire detailed information about individuals unimaginable in the
past and thus to leverage cyber activities to have ever greater impact in
the real world. The problem is that, while the cyber realm is moving at an
exponential pace, the policy world often moves at a slower (or even glacial)
pace. Thus, it is inevitably at risk of being fundamentally out of synch.
On top of this natural evolution, there is proliferation. Any new cyberweapon used in a successful attack usually remains on the network, left
there for others to copy. Many thus believe that known threats should
not be publicly identified, as to do so is to let their makers (and would
be copycats) know they need to evolve and move on.58 But this, in turn,
makes collaborating about solutions and spreading protective measures more difficult.
Secondly, decision making time is, in effect, compressed in cybersecurity, at least in policy terms. Governments are used to operating on
a scale of days, weeks, and months as they make their policy deliberations and decisions. In the cyber realm, while proper preparations for
an attack may require weeks or months, the actual elapsed time for its
successful execution may be counted in nanoseconds. Thus, the normal
processes of governments and institutions to decide how to respond
may simply be irrelevant to the problem. This raises the need for prior
planning and preparation. But fully automated responses rest on the
assumption that the nature of an attack can be anticipated (and therefore recognized instantaneously) and that the automated response can
be calibrated so that it does not in itself risk doing greater damage if the
initial signal of an attack proves to have been wrong. History suggests
that both of these are very shaky assumptions.59
There is also a generational dimension to the issue of time in the cyber
realm. There is a clear break between today’s “digital natives,” the youth
who have grown up in a world where computers have always existed
and thus are a natural aspect of their world, and anyone from older
generations, for whom computers are something to which they have
had to adjust (so-called “digital immigrants”).
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People of any age can use and act inside cyberspace—and indeed, one
of the great benefits of the realm is how it allows users to extend beyond their physical limits. But the very best innovators are typically
those of the younger generation, who grew up in a cyber environment,
are deeply engaged with it, and have natural talent for developing new
approaches in this space. Thus, much of the innovative capability in
cybersecurity is in the hands of individuals who are too young to have
moved very far up institutional hierarchies. To put it another way, few
American or Chinese policymakers in their 40s will have gone through
their university training even using a computer. Even the few that did
so used computers that, at the time, were not linked to the internet
and had far less power than what a child’s toy has today. And, the most
senior leaders in their 60s and 70s likely did not even become familiar
with computers until well into their careers, and many still today have
only the most limited experience with them.
The result is that the policymakers most likely to be in positions of
power are often the most uncomfortable even talking about these issues (here too, the metaphor of an “immigrant” is useful, as the senior
leader discussing cyber issues often feels like a stranger in a new land,
unable to speak the language, and thus more likely to keep silent for
fear of embarrassment or misunderstanding). This disadvantage of
time and experience also affects their sense of control. Often, the people on the front line of cyber issues are able to do far more than their elders in supervisory or policy development roles can fully understand.
Many of these young innovators, moreover, thrive in the cyber realm
for the very reason that they do not easily fit into old organizational
structures and bureaucracies. This aids their creativity, but also means
that they often do not understand or accept the old procedures and
models of what used to be right or wrong.

Decentralization
It was noted earlier that cyberspace is populated by both public and
private actors. This raises an additional problem of decentralization
and scale.
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While the impact of individuals is often overstated in cyber security
(the best types of malware often require the cooperation of multiple
experts skilled in a variety of areas rather than the popular trope of
a single teenaged hacker in his parents’ basement), the cyber realm
is one in which small groups can potentially generate enormous consequences. In software programming, the productivity difference
between a good and an elite programmer can be orders of magnitude. This means that governments cannot simply throw money and
manpower at the problem. The cybersecurity expert who discovered
Stuxnet, for example, has discussed how he would rather have 10 experts of his own choosing versus all the resources of the U.S. Cyber
Command at his disposal.60 While this is debatable, the fact is that
small groups or organizations can be meaningful in a manner unimaginable in earlier times. New malware can be extremely harmful
on a global scale and yet be developed and deployed by only a few
people.
But the key is not just these groups’ power, but their ability to share it.
Those same groups or individuals can, if they wish, almost instantaneously communicate knowledge of how to create any new capability
to millions of others. For example, it may have taken the combined
efforts of a team of experts to build Stuxnet, but within weeks of its
discovery, an Egyptian blogger had posted a how-to guide for this new
cyber-weapon online.
The proliferation can take two paths. Many might only be able to use
the new capability “as is,” as security experts lament that a number of
infrastructure companies have still to plug vulnerabilities that Stuxnet
exploited.61 Others, however, might learn from the new cyberweapon
and be inspired to build even more sophisticated advancements. Duqu,
for example, is a new worm that uses Microsoft Windows-exploiting
code similar to Stuxnet, such that many are calling it “son of Stuxnet,”
with the idea that it must be the next version designed by the same
team. However, while there are key similarities, experts also have noticed key differences and thus now believe that it was more a case of
inspiration than evolution.62
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In short, the cyber realm does not require large human, financial, or physical resources in order to act at scale. It is, moreover, a sphere in which
learning can take place at great speed among those on the cutting edge.
Never before in history has scalability of threat been so easy to achieve.
The multiplicity of actors issue grows even more difficult with the
problem of affiliation (closely related to the previously discussed issue of attribution). Unlike in the sphere of military activities, where
mature states have a monopoly on the large scale use of force, in the
cyber realm capabilities are typically widely distributed and do not
often reside in organizational hierarchies. Many hackers form virtual
communities with a loose or nonexistent inherent hierarchy or fixed
membership. While some efforts are described as perpetrated by “patriotic hackers,” whose activities often have state sponsorship or at least
cognizance, membership in hacker communities is often transnational. The “Anonymous” movement, for example, has brought together
disparate groups that collectively agree to a target (usually some entity
the group believes is harming digital freedom, which has ranged from
authoritarian governments to credit card companies that were not allowing donations to Wikileaks) and mobilize the global “hacktivist”
community to enter and/or overwhelm a target’s networks.
Most worrisome, though, is an underground black marketbased approach to creating and distributing malware, in which
transnational criminal groups buy and sell specialized cyber
capabilities.63 Just as in the physical realm, these same criminal groups
have been suspected of, on occasion, acting on behalf of states, especially in efforts of espionage and warfare.
The lines between state and non-state actions in the cyber world are
thus often shifting and blurred, and the above-noted difficulties in
exercising effective control over front-line developers of new cyber
techniques, even among state actors, contributes to this permeability
between the state and non-state sectors. This both aggravates the problems of attribution and provides states with plausible deniability when
they are accused of malicious activity in the cyber realm.
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But just as there is no one focal point on the side of malicious actors,
there is also decentralization in the institutions to which one might
turn to deal with them. A variety of state and non-state entities provide
some form of Internet governance (from ICANN to the ITU), but no
one organization is central to Internet governance on the international
level.
The same holds true within states. A complaint frequently levied by
U.S. leaders from both the private and public sector is that the Chinese
decision making system, especially in cybersecurity, is quite opaque to
them.64 There is a comparative lack of transparency in China’s computer network operations, and when the U.S. officials and private sector
leaders do want to reach out to Chinese counterparts to coordinate, cooperate, or simply provide information exchange on matters of mutual
interest, they are not quite sure which institution and which individual is the appropriate node—or even whether the Chinese themselves
know. But the same can be said by Americans of their own nation’s
cybersecurity efforts. A wide set of U.S. agencies and actors believe
themselves to be the lead in cybersecurity, but their capabilities and
jurisdictions vary greatly. Rather than being well coordinated, each nation’s cybersecurity efforts could be better described as nascent and ad
hoc. This is not a recipe for easy cooperation.
An additional complication is that in U.S.-China relations since the
1970s, the U.S. State Department and Chinese Foreign Ministry have
been the primary ministry level vehicles through which the two nations
have managed their relationship, a natural aspect of the centuries-old
practice of diplomacy. But, in the 21st century, this presents a mismatch
to the problem. The reality is that neither of these agencies has any
significant power over their own country’s internal deliberations on
cybersecurity, nor any depth of expertise on the topic itself. So the two
agencies that have been the usual intermediaries for U.S.-China relations have not yet been effective players on this issue of rapidly growing
importance between the two nations.
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Bottom Line: What Would
A U.S.-China Agenda Look
Like in Cybersecurity?

A

ll the major countries of the world are engaged in various forms of
cyber security activities as part of state-directed efforts. All have
built cyber based capabilities and requirements into their governmental processes, military capabilities, and economic activities. Every
major state is, therefore, vitally concerned with the security of its own
cyber activities and its capacity to understand what others are doing
in this realm.
But uncertainties abound in this space, especially between the U.S. and
China. As explained above, many of these uncertainties will be difficult
if not impossible to reduce substantially. Neither attribution nor institutional control problems are likely to diminish significantly anytime
soon on their own. And thus this sphere is one in which suspicions and
fears understandably easily mushroom.
This does not mean that a pure focus on competition, which would
only further fuel suspicions and insecurity, is the answer. Rather, an
agenda for cooperation can be built that is realistic in recognizing the
above difficulties but still provides a basis for serious U.S.-China discussions about common steps to take in the cyber realm. It can respect
that each government will protect its ability to use cyber capabilities
to carry out espionage activities and support military activity should
that become necessary. It can recognize that the two political systems
have significantly different views concerning freedom of information
in cyber space. It can be sensitive to the fact that in each government
decision making concerning cyber activities is fragmented among
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many bureaucracies and is not well coordinated at any single node in
the system. And finally, it can acknowledge the reality that a variety of
nongovernmental actors are significant players in each country’s use of
and deliberations about the cyber realm.

Expand Engagement
Cybersecurity issues have been discussed in official meetings between
U.S. and Chinese officials, and there are known to be a limited number
of “track two” meetings of an unofficial nature between key individuals.65 But the scale of the engagement today is simply inadequate to
the task at hand. During the Cold War, Soviet and U.S. interlocutors
who specialized on nuclear talks numbered in the hundreds, and the
wider leadership was comfortable with the terminology and concepts
of the field. By contrast, the numbers of those engaging on these issues
between the U.S. and China today are nowhere near that scale, and the
wider leadership of both sides remains far more comfortable using a
Cold War vocabulary of ICBMs and deterrence than it does ISPs and
cybersecurity. The goal should be to develop a broader cadre of people
who utilize the same vocabulary, are respected by their own leadership,
and have trust in each other’s sincerity and gravitas.
In any such effort, substantial time should be allowed to develop mutual
understanding and trust. Whether the setting is an unofficial track two,
an official track one, or the new variety of “track 1.5s” (where some serving government officials particiapte in a non-governmental dialogue),
a good initial approach is to have each side explain its own views on a
core set of issues, with questions and discussion focused on increasing
mutual understanding of these views and the premises and experiences
that lie behind them.
This is not a stage that should be rushed. One of the most important
and difficult dimensions of moving toward agreements in cyberspace is
understanding the perspectives that the other side brings to the table—
its goals, fears, suspicions, assumptions, and approaches. Explanations
by each side of how they came to a certain viewpoint can then move toC y b e r s ec u r i t y
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wards how the collective group can address some common problems—
and of the most difficult obstacles and concerns they might encounter.
The idea is to gradually move the discussion in the direction of having
both sides sit on the same side of the table addressing a common concern, rather than limiting the meetings to a structure that encourages
adversarial negotiations.

Focus initially on activities that virtually all states
deem harmful and discuss both principles and methods to
reduce the harm

All states have strong interests in establishing credible limits to certain types of harmful activities that can be developed and acted upon.
Where states agree on what constitutes harmful activity (called by some
“double crimes,” in that they are recognized by both sides), they should
be able to find ways to cooperate to deal with those activities, given
the inherently transnational nature of the cyber world. To be constructive in building mutual confidence, these discussions should focus on
activities that do not have a significant political component to them
(such as criminalization of free speech). Examples of topics include
dealing cooperatively with criminal activity such as child pornography
or human trafficking. These are obvious examples of a type of activity that most states regard as clearly criminal but which in the cyber
realm has an international character to it. Discussions and negotiations
that initially focus on finding cooperative ways to define and deal with
double crimes may, therefore, become a good first step in the process of
understanding mutual goals and concerns, facilitating efforts at norm
building and enhancing the basis for mutual trust.
The focus should remain on mutual interests, even as the discussion
begins to turn to more political or contentious areas. For example,
while the U.S. and China may not yet see eye to eye on various cybersecurity issues, they clearly have a joint interest in distinguishing a cyber
attack from the unintentional consequences of some more benign activity and ensuring the protection of information and communications
that are important to trade and economic stability.
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Examine models of cooperation
As a new space in international relations, there are characteristics peculiar to the cyber realm that limit the applicability of any particular
previous model for how to approach the negotiation. This does not
mean that the past isn’t a useful guide for moving forward. As the
American writer Mark Twain once put it, “History doesn’t repeat itself,
but it does rhyme.”
One way to build mutual understanding and cooperation is to jointly
discuss in detail the advantages and disadvantages in applying potentially useful existing models of cooperation to discussions of cyber security. One such model to consider might be the effectiveness of Track
IIs in arms control negotiations, especially at the nuclear level.66 While
there are obvious limits, this has the benefit of being a proven area,
and one in which many U.S. policymakers have had experience. The
challenge, however, must be to both recognize that Chinese counterparts may not have the same experience, and that the parallel of arms
control or even trade talks immediately puts the discussions into a
competitive framework.
An alternative way of thinking about cybersecurity is to regard the cyber realm as more like an ecosystem. Rather than a competition between two actors, it is a vast domain that is made up of multiple actors
that interact and even compete, but all of whom depend on the overall
health of the system.67 This would make public health the more apt parallel. Such a new way of framing the issue allows the sides to examine
both the mutual risks and the cooperative measures that can be taken
at the global, state, and public-private level to ensure the health of the
system (which is in every group’s interest). For example, the future of a
healthy cyber ecosystem will rely less on each side’s building up offensive capability than on cooperative engagement in information sharing
and defensive measures, as is the case in fighting infectious disease.
Finally, the actors might absorb the lessons learned to date from dealing with global terrorist finance. Just as international banks have been
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held responsible for not processing transactions that may be for terrorist organizations, there might be measures by which the key intermediaries in cyberspace, ISPs, might take on more responsibility
for the malicious activity that uses their services. The idea is not to
equate them with villainy but rather to explore what can be learned
from the successes (and failures) of warnings to international financial institutions to stop processing financial transactions of terrorist
organizations.68

Cooperatively address key principles and approaches
No agenda of building cooperation in this space can move forward
very far without some kind of discussion on how the sides view the
key aspects. There does not have to be complete agreement on the various terms and definitions and the like. Instead, the focus should be on
identifying not only the areas that might lead to agreed principles and
approaches, but also the key questions and principles that are too difficult to resolve. Discussions of intractable arenas can deepen mutual
understanding of the differing underlying assumptions and concerns
that make them so difficult, and thus, to some degree, increase the
prospect for addressing some of these issues—or at least of somewhat
limiting their negative effects—over time.
Moreover, while there may not initially be any basis for agreement on
the most contentious areas, there may emerge agreement within even
the contentious areas on underlying concerns to both parties. For example, there may be wide disagreement on what constitutes an “attack,”
but coming to agreement on the definition of certain types of targets
could prove very useful. For example, mutual agreement on what constitutes “critical infrastructure” might end up making it easier to protect such infrastructure than it is to disable it.69 This is analogous to
what happened in nuclear arms control in which the parties did not
always agree but found common interest in seeking to limit weapons
that created an incentive to strike first or destabilize relations, such as
MIRVs.70 While likely all major powers want to be able to use cyber
attacks to disrupt their enemy’s critical infrastructure in case of war,
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they also have a shared interest in promoting “defense dominance” in
this realm. Similarly, declarations of “no first use” (a position taken by
China in nuclear issues) could have some salutary effect in building
mutual confidence.71

Make explicit the norms that are currently built into the
global internet system and devise ways to cooperate on
low level violations

The norms and agreements that allow the smooth functioning of the
Internet are wide ranging and substantial, but overwhelmingly the system still runs on handshake agreements between the various entities
and ISPs that provide the Internet backbone. A cooperative effort to
make widely accepted norms explicit can both increase mutual understanding and confidence and also provide a better template for addressing more complex issues.
With basic agreement on the common existing norms of the system,
better ways can be designed to cooperate in addressing low level violations in cyber space, such as the ubiquitous problems associated with
spam.72 Spam may sound like a nuisance issue to senior policymakers,
but it actually is one of the key issues clogging the Internet and keeping it from providing maximum advantage in communication and
innovation to all users, whatever their nationality. More pertinently
to cybersecurity, high end threats consistently use low end appearances as disguises to gain access. It is also one of the key aspects of
the offensive advantage. Those tasked with defending even advanced
networks (such as critical infrastructure, defense contractors, or government agencies) have noted that they spend vastly more time, effort, and money on activity to address the type of generic problems of
spam and low-level worms that hit all users of the Internet than they
do on the APTs that are targeting their secrets and hold the potential
for far greater harm. Developing robust approaches to dealing cooperatively with low end threats can, therefore, have significant payoffs
across the board.
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Focus on the attribution problem
The centrality of the attribution problem cannot be overstated, and
thus it cannot be avoided for long. There might be greater concord in
seeking to find a middle ground between the dangers of anonymity
and the positives that come from the freedom of action that so defines
the Internet. For example, there may well be technical and policy ways
to establish a mechanism by which one could know that messages A
and B were sent by the same person (a useful tool for identifying and
sifting out malicious actions) without knowing who that person was.
Even if there is no way adequately to address the attribution problem,
discussion of the issue, its consequences, and how to cope with it can
itself be of value in enhancing mutual understanding and trust.

Discuss the “red lines” that could provoke major conflict
if crossed

Cyber war, like cyber crime, is a realm in which there may be real gains
for all players to come to agreement on what actions might risk generating a wider conflict. This is useful not only for each side to know,
so as to avoid investing in and using capabilities that would unintentionally escalate a crisis, but also to try to generate certain norms and
implementing mechanisms to take such risky actions “off the table.”
Any such agreements—and even the process of negotiating them—
can increase mutual understanding, decrease distrust, and make each
country less inclined to react precipitously to any indication of danger.
The Cold War provides examples of the problem of lack of clarity in
such “red lines” of behavior. In 1962, the U.S. and USSR had not effectively communicated to each other their red lines on where nuclear
weapons might be located and what behavior would trigger escalation.
That is, neither side was happy about the other developing such capabilities, but each side unintentionally deployed them in a manner
(the U.S. putting missiles into Turkey and the Soviets into Cuba) that
raised the level of tension and provoked a reaction well past what they
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expected. The outcome was the Cuban Missile Crisis, where competition moved into destabilization and near thermonuclear war.
Today, the U.S. and Chinese doctrines in cyber space are quite similar
in their deliberate vagueness and, indeed, quite parallel to the situation
in the late 1950s and 60s. For example, the U.S. Defense Department
cyber strategy published in 2011 announced a new doctrine, arguing
that harmful action within the cyber domain can be met with a parallel
response in another domain.73 This has come to be known as “equivalence.”74 Aiming for such flexibility is certainly sensible from one angle,
but problems emerge when it is weighed through the lens of a competition between two states. Substitute the words “conventional” and “nuclear” for “cyber” and “kinetic” and the new doctrine is fundamentally
similar to the 1960s nuclear deterrence doctrine of “flexible response”
that possibly helped lead to the Cuban crisis. The Chinese cyber strategy is even more opaque, much like the Soviet nuclear strategy was to
U.S. leaders at the time.
Coming to such agreements on red lines of behavior is surprisingly
possible even in the most contentious realms. For example, much of
the pernicious state-sponsored activity in the cyber realm today is related in some way to espionage. But even at the height of the Cold War,
the CIA and KGB were able to come to an informal set of agreements
to avoid certain types of behavior. Neither side liked the other stealing
secrets from it, but the two agencies were able to communicate a set of
activities and targets that were to be avoided by both in order to keep
their competition in the espionage realm from escalating into something more serious.75
In short, no one should expect all disagreements to be easily resolved
or the two sides to give up their core interests or values, nor that certain
codes of conduct won’t change as situations evolve. Rather, the goal
is to communicate one’s interests and values effectively. Many believe
that this will actually be in each party’s own interest, as it will aid their
respective deterrence strategies. As General James Cartwright (ret.),
former Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and one of the key
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figures in the development of U.S. cybersecurity strategy, notes, “You
can’t have something that’s a secret be a deterrent. Because if you don’t
know it’s there, it doesn’t scare you.”76
Most importantly, it will clarify to each side the paths of behavior that
will be viewed as egregious and provoke serious tension and responses
that neither side wishes to see happen. That is, even if no formal agreement is possible, there is great value in having serious discussion to
start the process of communicating each side’s “red lines,” what they
would view as unacceptable behavior in the cyber realm that could
lead rapidly to a crisis. This discussion is important in that it will inform the policymakers that there are legitimate concerns on each side
and potentially provide some clarity on prospective escalation paths
that can then be avoided.
There is also a critical potential side benefit of such a discussion about
red lines and escalation paths. It can also promote healthy attention to
the issue within each government. It will allow leaders to better understand not just what the other side is thinking but also what their own
agencies and related non-state entities might be doing and the potential consequences. This is something that most senior policymakers on
both sides are not sufficiently focused on at present.
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Conclusions

T

he U.S.-China relationship is among the most important in the
world. Both sides draw great benefit from the smooth functioning
of the Internet. But the issue of cybersecurity threatens to become a
major source of friction. The danger is that the technology that so connects the world will instead drive these two nations apart.
Given what is playing out, it is especially important that Washington
and Beijing begin to build the bases for greater mutual understanding,
cooperation, and development of common norms in how they deal
with the many issues emerging in cybersecurity. Such bilateral efforts
certainly should not stand in the way of various multilateral initiatives
along similar lines, but focused bilateral dialogue is of great potential
value.
No one should expect the issues to be resolved any time soon. Any
discussions in the cyber realm must take account of the relative newness of this issue (even terminology concerning key concepts is not
fully standardized), the dearth of effective coordinating mechanisms
within both national polities, and the high level of mutual suspicion
that already exists concerning motives and activities in this space. The
potential of cyber space for espionage is so overwhelming that it is
unrealistic to seek cooperative agreements to govern this part of the
problem. The same is likely true of issues in which there are serious
disagreements over values, such as the extent to which citizens should
be free to voice views that the government considers harmful to stability. But the fact that the arena has so many daunting characteristics
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does not in any way reduce the importance of working to build greater
understanding and cooperation in this space. Instead, it should make
the ongoing failure to develop cooperative approaches and common
norms all the more disturbing.
Establishing greater mutual understanding and trust will be a difficult
process. It will require consistent efforts over time, common approaches to structuring the discussion, and selection of topics that hold the
most promise for permitting increasing understanding of perceptions,
goals, and mutually acceptable approaches and methods. The path will
be a challenging one for both U.S. and Chinese experts and officials,
but important things cannot be accomplished without a dedicated effort.
And, it is an effort that must begin soon. In Chinese there is a proverb,
“Ice does not freeze three inches thick from one day’s cold.” This adage
is akin to the proverb in English that “ancient Rome was not built in a
day.” These old sayings still hold true, even more so in the fast-moving
world of cybersecurity.
The U.S. and China relationship is critical both to the Internet and its
billions of users, as well as to overall global order beyond the world
of cyberspace. If these two nations are to set both realms towards a
more positive future, then facing the challenges of cybersecurity is an
imperative today.
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